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IBTRODUCTION 
In this research , a comparative analysis of various numerical techniques 
is done to approximate the solut ion of the one-dimensional , non-linear gas 
dynamics equation 
+ 
( 1 ) 
subj ec t  to the initial and boundary conditions 
u (x, O) • x ' o� x � 1 
u (O, t) • 0 ' • 
This non-linear equation does accept an analytical solution; there fore, 
the numerical solutions to be developed in this paper will be compared to this 
exact solution. An explicit difference scheme, an implicit difference scheme, 
the upwind differencing technique, the leap-frog technique, and a completely 
non-linear technique deve loped by Dey will be compared to the exact solution. 
Although the primary purpose of this work is to investigate the computational 
stability of these finite difference schemes, included in this paper is a 
mathematical study of the stabil ity o f  the explicit and implicit technique s . 
The Append ix includes both the F�RTRAN programs used in this re search and 
profile curves at various time steps and for various values of At , where 
A' is the magnitude of the distance between each time step.  
ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 
The gas dynamics equation 
can be written 
c) u 1 a u2 
cl t 
• -- -
2 dx 
a.ubject to the conditions 
u (x, O) - x ' o*xa 
u (O, t) - 0 ' t � 0 • 
to solve it analytically, we seek a normal solution of the form: 
which can be written 
and also 
u(x,t) • X(x)• T (t) 
2 2 2 u =- X "T 
Now differentiating with respect to t and then � we have 
dT x dt ' 
2. 
(2) 
(3) 
and 
• 
I 
therefore substitution of (3) and (4) in (2) yields 
or 
Let 
10 
Integration yields, 
or 
1 �T 
-,=a.· c!i 
dT • - \ dt • T2' I\ 
-1.. - -.At +C. T 
1 
T = �t - c. • 
• 
3. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
4. 
From the initial condition, u(x,O) • x and the boundary condition, 
u(O,t) • 0 we see that 
X (x) • T(O) • x 
and 
X(O) • T(t) = 0 • 
'therefore, 
X(O) • 0 • (7) 
�roaa equation (5) we have 
• 
• 
integration yields 
x-�x+c 
or 
X(x) • Ax+ c • 
Using (7) we see that c • 0 and 10 
X(x) • }. x • (8) 
Since u(x , t) • X(x) • T(t) we use (6) and (8) to show 
or 
")(. 
t - <'­A • 
By the condition u(x,O) • x we see that 
:. 1 
which yields 
u..(1'-,t) = t+1 
the exac t solution of the gas dynamics e quation. 
80 
Let 
and 
In order to generate the exact solution let 
At = k 
t - t n 
and Ax • h 
' 
80 
t • n •At • n • k n 
Introduce now a function to re present 
and t • nk ; therefore: 
n 
= 
A..h 
1-tr.k 
' 
at 
' 
s. 
x • ih i 
where h is given by 1 h•-1 and k can be chosen � 0 • Computationally then 
for n = 1 (first time step) and i • 1, 2,  • • • , I we compute 
etc. to where > R ,,, O. 
6. 
Graphical ly if a particular time step, n, is plotted with one axis U� 
and the other Xi , a straight line is generated. Thia is indeed what happens 
as indicated in Appendix Graph 11. A comparative study of this exact solution to 
numerical solutions is done in the Comparative Study section. Program #1 in the 
Appendix solves (1) for the exact solution. 
7. 
NUMERICAL sourrIONS 
In order to solve this partial differential equation numerically we will 
use finite difference methods to represent this equation as a difference 
equation. Each numerical technique will be developed and the stability of the 
explicit and implicit will be studied mathematically. 
EXPLICIT 
Consider Taylor ' s expansion of the following, 
+ 
where 
o < e < 1 • 
If we truncate the expansion after the second term. ve have, 
c) "'--
at 
where E 
T 
is the truncation error or order ( At)2 and looks like 
• 
(9) 
(10) 
We need to study under what conditions this truncation error will be small 
c) z IA.. 
enough to neglect. Notice in (10) that if 0�� ii not bounded, then the trunca-
tion error is very large and our approximation in (9) is bad. Therefore we must 
assume the consistency condition that u is continuously differentiable at least 
three times with respect to x , and at least two times with respect to t • 
llepre1ent this by 
u E. c3•2 • 
8. 
d
11.\.. 
Tbi1 a s sumption wh ich is  indeed c orrect and reasonable assure s u s  that 0�L 
1.s bounded . Renee, from (10) we see that as  At �O the truncation error � o. 
We can now approx imate from (9) that 
d 1.4. � lA...(')(. (l t A.i-.} - lA.{ IC 1-t) 
dt At 
Again , as in the analyt ica l solution , let 
• 
�l'X.�,t.r\ +k)- lA..('J'�) tA) 
k ) 
using Un i to represent u(x1, tn) at x • i ih, t • nk we have n 
dtl 
"+l I\ 
� u. - ·u. }...; -l. (1 1) 
dt 
l< 
Bow consider the following two Taylor expansions: 
11... l )( t Ax. J-\) = \A.{ XJ t) i � (<;)IA.) f .0 X.1.. (d �) + t ! d I( x t 2. � d )t. � :l t (12) 1 I 
AX d ) u..\_x.,t) - - ( v... -t l� � )( t I 
where , 
(13) 
where • 
9. 
Subtract (13) from (12) and get 
u(x +Ax, t) - u(x -Ax, t) = 2 6 x (!:} x , t +ET 
where 
and is of the order 3 (Ax) • 
+ 
3 
A� 
3! 
By the assumption that u E.C3, 2 we know that 
c)3"-
o � 3 
1s bounded , 
therefore the truncation error ·� 0 as 6 x ·-11) 0 ; 
80 
..... 
Let 
Again we represent 
u..l '>'+o.� ,t)- lA., ( '1.-A1' )t) 
2 • A)' 
and 6 x • h ; therefore 
lA.{ ��+"'It� - 1..(_ ( � � -h) lA) 
.l:h 
• 
Finally from (11) and (14) we have the difference equation 
" I\ lr&+a -VA.-• 
2.h 
=O 
• 
• 
(14) 
(15) 
to represent 
d \A.. 
tlA. - -o c) x. 
10 . 
• 
You can see in (15) that the time derivative is approximated by forward 
differences and the space derivative by central differences at 
We have approximated the continuous field over which (1) is defined by a discrete 
field called a grid .  Now that the explicit formula has been developed, we will see 
how the solution is generated . Consider Diagram 1. as the grid surface to be 
investigated . 
(\ :;\) 
t 
I • 
A.ti • 
• 
.i.-1 • 
,. 
Cl 
:J. • u:i. 
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11 .  
From the initial condition u (x,O) • x and the boundary condition 
u(O,t) • O we can find the points indicated in red in Diagram l where 
n 
u(x , t ) : U 
i n i 
subject to the conditions: x
i 
= i•h , t • n·k , h=AX , n 
and k • At • 
How solve (15) for 
t\-tl (\ 
v. = u. k -u" (lr" -lJ" \ 
1h J.., ;.. ... A.-.} (16) 
If n • 0 
From Diagram 1 
value of u
1 
1 
"" � 
and we let 
we see that 
we see f roa 
i - 1 
ul 1 
(16) 
• 
on the left side of (16) we have 
ia not known. In order to calculate 
that we need uo 
l' 
uo 
2' 
0 
uo' 
k , and 
all of which are known from the initial and boundary conditions. Now let 
and 
. . 
calculate 
• ' I 
l 
Then take u ; etc. to i • I • 
2 
This algorithm will generate all the 
n •  2 and i = 
points of the grid as 
u1 
l 
the 
h 
1, 
is 
• 
i = 
.2, 
shown 
in Program #2 of the Appendix. Bote that along for all n "" 1, 
2, • • • ' • the values are not known for U but that to calcule Un 
I at 
2 
any ll - 1, • • • ' N we need 
n 
• • ' 
u
1+1 • This reflects the 
fact that the gas dynamics problem is a first order equation and hence does not 
require two boundary conditions. In order to generate the numerical solutions we 
therefore need to generate thi s  extra boundary condition. This is done by assuming 
the exact solution and generating from it these points. Thie can be represented as 
(:t-+ 1.) • h 
i +nk for all n = 1, 2, • • •  , N. 
12. 
MATHEMATICAL ST.ABILITY Q!: EXPLICIT TECHNIQUE 
In the Comparative Study section, the computational s tability of the explicit 
formula is discussed. In this section the mathematical stability of the explicit 
finite difference s cheme will be examined. 
In order to study the stability of these finite difference calculations, we 
must find conditions under which 
I\ 
U.. 
.(., 
l'l 
u. "'-" 
the difference between the theoretical and numerical solutions of the difference 
equation, remains bounded as n increases, At remaining fixed for all i • 
Note that for i • 0 or n • 0 their difference is zero, 
" 
uo· I Uc. - 0 ·-
therefore on the boundaries the error equals zero as would be expected. 
Nov we will use the von Beu11&nn method to determine the stability of the 
explicit formula. Rewrite (16) as 
v. "H J-
Substitute 
= (- .12. u:') ·u f\ 1h "" . 
,µ t I 
n l� l\) " 
t LJ,i_. +\.;th � lI;_, -I • (17) 
where 
and equation (17) becomes 
where 
Cancellat ion of 3 1\ e._ J:'1 f h yields 
l - )._ 
The magnitude of the amplification fac tor � is given by 
13. 
; 
• 
and the requirement for stabi l i ty is 1  l � i for all f h • 
14. 
However 
which is always greater than one; therefore mathe .. t ically the explici t  method 
is not stable for the gas dynaaics equat ion. More di scus sion of this computa t ional 
stability is included in the Comparat ive Study sec t ion. 
15. 
IMPLICIT TECHNIQUE 
The implicit technique and the stability analysis which follows it  are a 
direct result of theore t ical work done by Dey. 
Recall that in the explic it technique only one element at the (n + 1) 
time ste p i s  spec ified in terma of some known elements at the nth time s te p. 
By an impl ic it  technique we mean a formula in which two or more unknown e lement s  
at the (n + 1) t ime ste p are specified in terms of known va lue s at the nth 
or lower time ste p. Thi s  means that if there are say P number of unknown 
quant it ies at the (n + l) t ime ste p, then the implic it  formula must be 
appl ied P t ime s at the (n + 1) t ime step to evaluate P unknowns. This 
require s the solut ion of P simultaneous equations to determine P number of 
unknowns. Obviously the computat ional time required te solve this set of 
equat ions is greater than that which was required by the explic it  technique. 
Consider the Taylor expansion which follows: 
where 
Again we will assume 
0(9<.1 • 
C3,2 II E. If truncat ion takes place after the second 
term we have a truncat ion error, ET , of the order (bt)
2 
which i s  approximately 
equal to 
• 
u � c3,2 imp l ie s  that 
L 
dtA.. 
cH:.� 
� t �o . 
Hence 
i s  bounded and there fore 
_it.(x, t) 
- l.(.. ( �, t - 4 l) 
At 
n 
16. 
as 
and use Let t - t , x • xi , 4 t •k , �x ·h ui to repre sent n 
u(x , t ) at x - ih , t - nk ; so i n i n 
1\ n - I 
a "' u. u� J.. 
- fV 
6t k 
Hence, in the implic it finite difference scheme the time der ivat ive has been 
approximated by backward difference s. 
The apace der ivat ive will be approximated by central di fferences ju s t  as in 
the explic i t  technique. As suming aga in that u is cont inuously differentiable 
at least three time s with respect to x , we can truncate the Taylor expans ions 
after the th ird terms and approximate 
t\ ., 
A,. u�+. -v�-, 
:i.h 
• 
So the ga s dynamics equation when expressed in the implicit f inite difference 
form is 
l\ 
tu .
" 
u. .lJ� 
�·H - ,k.-1 0 
t\- l u. .(. ----·- --�---
k A.. 2. h • (18) 
17. 
Rewriting (18) we have 
Let 
•\ 
- l, u. .. � (... 
.:lh 
+ 
"' ·u . t ).., 
. .k. ·u." " VI .. I LJ. �·Lr. ·-- ··---... ....&._ 
.lh .l 11 .L 
and generate the equations for i • 1, 2, 3, • • • , I 
if i :a 1 l c 
1 
-l:_ LJ l 
if i • 2 
if i = I 
. 1 
o ·  UJ.·t-·-t 
letting: 
I\ -Jc_ u� ---·-- =-
.2.k 
we have 
u1 +C'J( u1 + o.u1 + • 
l 1 2 3 
• 
1 
t u1 t 
i I ,LJ :::LJ U +o·U �-···t u T 2 .J. 3 
I . I 
-+ u -+ k LIZ I 
L .i 
.2. 
.2h 
LI +o·U + - - - 4-o·LJ 
3 � I 
t L 
U -* UI 
i \ u LJ + lJ - + k T u 1 .� LJ 0 • ! -1. t-l I I.1'1 
2h 
where 
1 0 1 
+ O·U • U +o( U 
1 l 2 0 
1 0 
+ O•U • U 
1 2 
1 O·U + • 
1 
1 1 l 1 0 
• • + 0 •U - � U + U + o( U • U 
1 O•U + • 
1 . 
1-3 1-1 1-2. 1-1 I-1 I 1-1 
1 1 1 0 1 
• • + 0· u - 0( u + u • u - o( u 
I-2 I 1-1 I I I I+l 
In matrix form we have 
1 
- 0( l. 
.. 
0 
0 
where 
C( I 
l 
. . 
.. � 
n-1 
u 
• 
� o  
.... 
0 . . . 0 
o( l. 0 ... C> 
-'¥. J:-1 t tl(I-1 
0 -� I 1 
n 
u 
and £. are known. 
1 8. 
1 0 1 
u.l Lil <:;:,/ J. Li() 
U-,_ wl. 0 
- • 0 - + 
0 lJ-r ui. 
1 
-�r U .r+1 
t\-1 
- LI +C 
Since , the matrix equations are clearly nonlinear. To 
solve the system, will be replaced by an approximation and 
will be linearized. 
19 . 
LINEARIZED EXISTENCE � STABILITY 
In order to show that 
bas a s olution in 
(19) 
it is necessary to prove ! is nonsingular so that 
Given that ! ls the trl-diagonal matrix in (19) we 1111st prove the following 
theorem.  
THEOREM 1: Prove that ! ls nonsingular and its eigenvectors are linearly 
in de pendent. 
PROOF: - We know I c.le t '!!I :: �. �l. • , • � J: where A:._ e quals an eigenvalue of W ; 
therefore to show that ! may be nonsingular it must be true that 
:f- 0 
or, in other words, A. f 0 for all i • 1, 2, .., 
Thus we need to find the eigenvalues of ! 
. . • ' I • 
If these eigenvalues are distinct, 
the corresponding e igenvectors will be linearly independent and will form a basis 
I f\ I 
for the vector space of dimension I, V , where LJ e V for all n 
Represent the vector equation a s  
1 
-r 
0 
0 
() 
r 0 0 0 .. '" .0 x 1 'i 1 
.l r 0 0., .. o "' "l. Y. z. 
-r l y- 0 • • 0 
• • • X' . y. . 
j j 
• � ... 0 -v- 1 v- • 
• 
. . • 0 0 -r l Xr ')(I 
A general term from this system of difference equations i s  
-rx + x + rx • � x j-1 j j+l j 
20. 
(20) 
(21) 
Note that this is a second order difference equation and thus requires two 
conditions to solve it. From (20) it is rea sonable and true that these two 
conditions can be 
Let xj = � j 
so from (21) 
x - 0 
0 
x .. 0 
I+l 
i-1 -Yf 
l -r- -p 
2. 
r� 
.... 
+ 
+ 
. I 
j .l·H A /3 J -+ r13 - 0 f --
(.t.-,\) ·+ r f3 0 
1-X -1 13. -- 0 -r 
and by the quadratic formula 
Let 
therefore 
and 
So from (22) 
/d 
and we have 
13 = -(1 �,\) � Jr�r +'t-
l. 
- X-1 + J(�)2 +1 - -l. r 
-� - 1 � - J... C. OS -1.r 
( � - l )"l.. 2  = -coscp 
i - cosz. � 
. 
4> - .)... C..05 -
- .� ( t. 0 s <\> 
- . +l<\ .)_ e 
- . 
- ).,,,, 
+ -
-
+ 
J 
s·, � � 
�5&'.v4}) 
21. 
l2. z.) 
• 
• 
thus the eigenvectors will be 
k 
+ B f!>'l. 
k ik+ X • i (Ae + k 
If k • 0 and XO = 0 then from (23) we have 
0 = A+ B 
which implies A .. -B ) 
and if k • I + 1, xk • 0 we have 
0 - iI+i A ( 
e i (I+l) cl> -i(I+l) . -e ) 
Since 
so 
the ref ore 
Let 
80 
I+t 
0 - i A• 2i • sin (I+l) + . 
sin ( I+l ) � • 0 • s in �TT, 
( I+l )� • ft\"lT 
ft\TI' 
I + 1 
0\ TT � m - 1 + i2r · cos I + 1 
·( l + 1 ) h • a  
}.rVI .. 1 + 2•i•r c o s  1'V\ TT h <\... 
this shows that 1\M ::fO for any m • 
• 
Hence all A 1!> are distinct and non-zero; this implie s !! i s  nonsingular. 
I"\ 
22. 
(23) 
(24) 
Q,E,D, 
We have thus  shown that the solution to (19) doe s exist. In order to continue 
and to show the s tabil ity of this implicit technique, we need the following theorem: 
Theorem 2: If ! is nonsingular, then the eigenvalues of 
-1 
!. 
1 �WW' equal to .Af\o\ , where are the eigenvalues of 
Proof : 
Given: !. . ! . � ! 
therefore !-1 . !! • )\ !-1. ! 
� 
-1 
and ! • !. • ! 
l -1 80 - ! - w . x. Q.E.D. l -
Now from (24) -1 
� -1 (1 + i2r . cos !!.!!!!. ) • - • 
1 - lft l!'ti 
l + i2r . cos a 
By multiplying the numerator and denominator by 
we have 
Let 
We have that Y. and ! 
therefore 
l i2r • cos m 'TT h 
1 -
L 
�� 
-
€. 
a 
('('nh 
1 - i2r · cos ... 
1 + 4r2 • cos2 MrTh -
a 
1 •. 
I: 
v where ! spans 
• 
:t 
v 
23. 
are 
! . 
(25) 
also 
(I\ 
LI - [_ C( ft'\ ·'1-- WV\ 
-1 uo) L �M _, w = w ,,.. 'IV\ -
= [_ °'""' tM XM 
-1 (1) ;::.. 
! J! • L 0( m Sm � -• ·xn"\ 
and 10 on al l the way to 
- Lo( 11. 
2't. 
m • 
If I '{"'I � 1 the error wil l  not be amplified, If l 'f ,\ > 1 the error wil l  
be amplified . 
Since 
1 
IT"'I 
we see from (�5) that 
l 1� I i 
This shows that the implicit finite difference scheme will be stable for the 
gas dynamics equation for al l va lues of A t .  
2s. 
Now that the implicit scheme bas been deve loped, its existence shown, and 
its stability proven, we will investigate how to solve this tridiagonal system 
of equations. Recall the system of equations which needs to be solved is 
bu" " I\ 
"' 
+c.. u .... 0 • L13 + T 0 .. LJ I =-U ! l. . .. . 
"' u f\ 
n r\ /I. 
CL UJ. .. b U4 + e. + o u� + ... . ._ o LJ I l 
" "' A. f\ C»U ·t • . r, 0. u t�3 . � u t--i. t 6 LI I-J. 4- c.. 1 
" � ..... I\ 
0Ll1 i. • .. , 0 \J I-7- + a..UI-1 t-bUl: -
where 
"' 
a - -·u. it le 
b - 1 
n 
c - U1 k 
2h 
n 
In order to solve for al l the ualues of Ui ' n • 1, 2, 
i .. 1, 2 , . ... . . , I in (26) we begin by setting n • 1 
n-1 I\ 
-- a lJ 
1 0 
f\ - I ul ·--
(t6 )  
" . h.-1 
Ur = UI-1 
n-1 . n Ur - C Ll r�, 
• • • • N ; 
and solving for 
i - 1, 2, • •  . ' I then we go to n • 2 and solve for 
i • 1, 2, • • •  , I etc . ,  all the way to n • N and solve for 
i - 1, 2 , • • • ' I .  Notice in (26) that all values on the right side o f  the 
2,. 
equality signs are known either from the initial and boundary conditions or 
from values already calculated. 
the value s 
a -
however present a problem since 
is not yet known. We therefore 
a -
where 
" ;\-I 
Y ,  - u .  
A. .a.. 
-un .. k i and 
c -
2b 
they contain a value of the 
make the assumption that 
" 
-Y� k and c • 
2b 
• 
n 
u .. k i 
2h 
do 
velocity which 
n y.., k "'2h 
With this a11uaption all the values of a and c can be computed and the 
system of equations (26) can be solved. 
D. After the system of equations baa been solved for Ui i - 1, 2,  • • • 
these new values of ur are put in place of the assumed values n Yi • New 
, I, 
values of a and c are computed and the system of equations is recalculated. 
Thia process is continued until the condition 
( LJ�) 
kt-\ =-(u�) I I- \< < L 
is satisfied . This condition requires that the largest differences between a new 
value of 
I be less 
(LJ"') and a previously used value ;_ k'.H 
than an arbritrarily picked value L • 
(u�)� for i = 1,  2,  • • • , 
In program 13 -l-= .001. After 
2;. 
the values of i • 1, 2, • • •  , I are computed in this manner, n 
is set equal to 2 and the proce s s  is re peated . This cont inues for all values of 
n • 
Another interesting problem is the solut ion of the tridiagona l system. 
When the system of equations (26) are put in matrix form, they look like 
this: 
bi c. Lil � .l. + a, Llc - 1 0 
-u.l. b2. -<!. '2. u 2. �2. 
... 
' .. 
0 - Ql-l bl:-l - C.-.i-1 LJ I-1 dr-t 
-a. I b:r tJ I .r l t (.I IJI�J.. 
" "' 
where Q. -
U· I� A. 
) 
-u. l< "-' 
) ) 
and un 
.IH 
are known from the boundary �onditions. Necessary conditions 
are that 
c.. > 0 J.. • 
a1 > 0,  
The method for solving this system i s  a s  follows: 
Cons ider the difference relation 
. f\ 
LJ
" u. :.\/. . · . 
}... A,. A. .. , 
i p. "' 
< 5 I 0 ....  A.. , 
29. 
it follows that 
LJ, 
.A. - ' ... 
Thi s  can be used to e l iminate Ui-1 from the difference formula 
I\ 
-Q· lJ. ""' A,.. -1 + b· ""' 
. (\ \' - C· U. = o· ,,,_ >- J.. 
which def ine s the tr i -diagonal sy s tem. As a re sul t 
" 
Ll. -A 
is ob ta ined; hence 
C . ..... 
(\ 
LJ .A.+• + b· -a..· ·v. 
A; A; .\-1 
�·:,.. ta.� PA--• 
b� - Q.A V A.-1 (27) 
Since thi s  make s v0 • P0 • o • 
All other values of Vi, i = 1, 2, , I and Pi , i • 1, 2, • • •  , I 
can now be calculated from (27) • 
n r. n n 
S ince UI+l is known , the va lue s of  u1, U2, • • •  , U1 
calculated from 
" u t'\ t-P:r-1 u - V T-.l · I-l -r 
, 
• 
ri vi IJ; u1 -· +pi - • 
can be 
2'l. 
In order that large errors do not appear in �he calculated values of ur 
for i • 1, 2, • • •  , I the c ondition 
must hold. But since  
for l .� i � 1 the relation 
0 ( Vi � l 
holds. 
i • 1, 2, • • •  , I 
and b 
i 
i • 1, 2, • • • , I 
Although this method is equivalent to Gaussian elimination, it reduces 
some of the error generated by the back substitution in the Gaussian method. 
Thia method also minimizes the amount of storage required by the c omputer. 
Program #3, found in the appendix , was used for these computations. 
More discussion of the computational results is done in the section 
Comparative Study. 
30. 
DEY'S TECHNIQUE 
The following numerical method for solving the gas dynamics equation 
was developed by Dey. The theore tical analysis of the method along with 
the s tability analysis are yet to be done. Before this non-linear method 
is applied to the gas dynamics problem, a simplified explanation of the 
technique will be discussed. 
Sup-pose we have 
f ( x1, x2 ) - bl 
g ( xi, x2 ) • b2 .. 
These equations may be expressed as: 
and 
assume some 
so 
anl! 
X1 ·� f ( )( , , 't z..) where 
x 
l 
(1) 
(1) 
whe re I��\ <-1 
' 
- y (1) 
2 
/. (0) 
+ r ,x1 , 
x:· (O)) ·2 
(1) (0) ) 
+ G ( xl , X� 
(28) 
where the supersc ript (0) implies the initial assumed value and (1) implies 
the first calcu l ated value; ")� and i2 are not yet known. 
Now if we l et xl- � l ' x2 · r 2 be the solutions then 
11· 1(T1, 12) 
and 
If we assume 
then 
wtlere 
and 
(1) 
+ � xl :, 1 and x: 2 
(t) 
31. 
= 
(1) 
= F C-f 1 + FO,O ' x2 ) 
'o,o •
 F 
' 
X2 
(0) ) 
(1) (0) 
xl � F ( 11 + F 0' 0 ' x2 ) • 
Now by Taylor ' s  expansion and truncating after the second term 
or 
(1) 
YJ.. 
_(l) 
'Yi 
and similarly 
t F 0 0 = F ( F 'X (Oj ) . "' { \) ( c) F ") , o>o 1 z. t 1 t O?C ' F <01 
-
. �O)�� 
F ( F (JJO } '}(�O)) 
1 c5 F ) a x., 
- F o c I 
f u c ' X 
(.o) 
' '2. 
F ( F x lf\ _, > ) - F n - , "' - , �-l �-l ) 2 ) J 
where 
F • F 
n, n 
Now 'Y can be computed as follows. 
l. 
(x 
1 
n 
32. 
G ( (1) (1) (1) xl ' J' 2 ) • G ( xl ' 1 i + Gl '0 ) 
where 
and 
• G 
(1) 
(x 
1 
, x 2 
(O)) 
(1) (1) 
x
2 
• G ( x1 , ·y + G ) 2 1,0 
By Tay lor's expansion and truncating after the sec ond term 
t 0-, 0 I 
c•) ( cl G ) 
t -y 2. a "'J. ( . ) 
l- ·x 1 > G ·.� 
or 
and similarly 
Y. (I\) ::: L 
G ( ( o) 't ' 
i ( �). l�l (' 
X1 ) .,.. n> n -1 
33. 
ll) ll) 
Using the values of ·y1 and ·-y� , x�l) and x�l) are calculated from (28) • 
{I) (I) 
now -V and'V are tested to make sure they are both less than a c hosen test . 1 , Ii. 
value. If they are not then xf1 > and x�1>replace x�O) and x�O) respectively 
and the algorithm is begun again with equations (28) • 
Program #4 in the Appendix solves the gas dynamics e quation by this 
method. The computational stability of this technique is discussed in the 
Comparative Study section . . 
UPWIND DIFFERENCING TECHNIQUE 
Another method for numerical ly solving equation (1) is called the upwind 
differencing technique and wil l now be developed . The computational stability 
of this method will be discussed in the section Comparative Study. 
We will begin with the gas dynamics equation 
di 
t u. du.. -
d� 
- 0 
subject to u (x , O) • x ' O � x � l 
and u(O,t) • 0 
Applying Taylor's expansion we obtain the fol lowing 
-= u..l x., t) f �(d�) I! d>t )(i 
I 
where 
Assuming again that 
3, 2 
UfS C , U is continuously differentiable at least 
two times with respect to t, we can truncate after the second term with the 
understanding that the truncation error �O as A x . .,. 0 • Therfore we can . 
approximate 
LA-(x -l) __ ____ .:..L.__.;! 
or using the normal notation 
(\ LI· ,A-/V 
Now apply the Taylor expansion to obtain 
where 
Again using 3
,2 
u E..C 
0 < <P< 1 • 
so that after truncation we can approximate 
f\tl � LJ. -lJ· 
A. A, 
l< • 
35. 
From (29) and (30) we have as the finite difference approximation of (1) 
" -\ I I\ LJ J.... Ll ).. 
I< 
LJ ��· 
(\ 
or - u. ·-)... _,4., 
+ 
[1-
V\ 
A UA-+1 LJ. .)..... 
.k � 
h""" ( uA, .. , 
Given the initial and boundary conditions 
t 
uo .. 0 
t'\ -U· 
/•-
-- ----�----4 
�\ 
- LJ: )] 
and with the aid of a high speed computer facility we c an calculate 
(') 
.. 
n 
u. 1. for n = 1, 2, • • •  , N ; i = 1, 2, • • •  , I .. 
Program number 5 in the Appendix was used  to compute these  values of u. 
A slight variation to this method was also attempted. Begin now with 
the gas dynamics equation written in the form 
dl.C.. I d\.A..L 0 - +- -
dt 2 d J( 
du. is s till approximated by -
ot 
t'\ .. l I'\ 
c) u.. � IJ . )._ U· ..\.. 
d-l k 
but dtA..L is, by the same type of a de velopment , approximated by 
d 1' � -(u�r dlA.� (Lt�+ 1) -
d)( h 
The finite difference approximation becomes 
11 t I (I ( Ll� • .r (1 ")' u. - LJ .l. /... JA. ·t- 0 
k 2h 
or Je 
[( n r (uJ2J f\ +I " lJ. LI· LJ. .i.h ..A, t l /... A. 
subjec t  to the s ame initial and boundary c onditions as before. The method can 
be used j ust as easily as the previous method and program number 5 coaputes 
the solution with only the value of c changed and statement #60 changed. 
37. 
LEAP-FROG TECHRIQUE 
The fina l numerica l  technique which will be attempted to solve the ga s 
dynami c s  equat ion is ca l led the "leap-frog" method . It s  c omputa tional stabil i ty 
w i l l  be disc us sed in the section Comparative S tudy, a lthough it wil l be devel oped 
here. 
Begin with 
t - a 
subject to u(x , O) - x , O�x�l 
and u(O , t) • 0 t � 0 • 
Change its form to 
du. 
"I. 
a(A_ 0 - + <l t 2. ax. 
Apply Taylor ' s expansion to obtain the fol lowing; 
where 
and 
where 
. ���) �(,c.-t�l<./t) :::�'(>'-,--l-) t 11 "'A • l( -t. I 1 . \ 3 1..) 
D. '/-.. ( CJ (..\,., +& 3 • Q k L ')( \- 0 0 )(._ t ) 
0 <.et(l 
(28 )  
• 
38. 
Subtract (30) from (29) • Ass uming U � c
3'2 truncation ia poa sible 
and by appropriate s ubs titutions we get 
o"'· � (u: •. )2 -(u�·J' 
(31) 
Apply Tay lor'• expansion to obtain 
where 0<.�<.1 . 
Assume U E.c3'2 , then by truncation after the second term and appropriate 
substitutions 
From (30) , (31) , and (28) 
we have 
(\fl II\ 
tJ. - u. 
).. A.. 
- l \� 
or 
r'\ +I I'\ u. tJ .... J., 
subject to 
0 
f\.t-1 (\ 
U · Ll · /.... A. 
k 
cu�:.) 'Z. -l�.J �) l-
c..{ h 
- 0 
K [( � f ( n ) J -� u.�+' - u�-· 
u"" - �-h 
t 
) uo ·- 0 • 
(32) 
n 
This can ea sily be s olved for Ui , i • 1, 2, • • • , I; n • 1, 2, 
39. 
. . . ' N 
with the aid of a high speed computing facility. Program number 6 given in the 
n 
Appendix was used to compute these values of u1 • 
40 . 
CCICPARATIVE STUDY 
Th ia sec tion wi l l  analyze the various numerical techniques ai  c ompared to 
the analytical solution of the gas dynamics equation . Cbtaputer resul ts were 
calculated for all six numerical methods described and each was compared to the 
analytical solution . The parameter changed in the finite difference formulas 
waa A t. Graphs 2 through 21 in the Appendix will he lp in vi sual izing how 
these results compared for eac h  4 t.  Graphs were drawn for t ime steps 20, 40 , 
60, 80 , and 100 for each A t  where 6 t  • . 0025,  . 005, . 0 1, and . 1 • Table 
One on the fol l owing page wi l l  also he lp aa a reference  to this section . 
From the form of the analytical solut ion 
u. (  x , t} - 1 + t  
we can expect tha t its gra phs are s tra ight line s . This is indeed  what happens 
at each time step for eac h  of the four va lues oi 4t . 
Theoretically the explicit technique should be· uns table . Recal l that the 
stability criteria is that l � I  � 1 where 
1 1 1 
S ince k 3- 0 and u f 0 
where u - (uJ ,. 
M. � -
"" V\ I 
, 11&thematical ly this is never le a s  than or 
equal to zero . -Note, however, that a s  k get s  s11& l ler thi s  quantity come s c loser 
n 
to being equal to zero , especially when U
i 
has not reached its maximum. This 
4J . -- -----
4 t  ... . 0025 A t • . 005 A t  • . 01 A t  • . 1  
.. 
EXACT Graph I 2-6 Graph I 7 -ll Graph I 12- 16 Graph # 1 7 - 2 1  . 
Graph I 12-16 Unstable 
EXPLICIT �raph # 2-6 Graph # 7 - l l  Unstable for aborts 
large i • i-diate b .  
IMPLICIT �raph I 2-6 Graph I 7 -ll Graph # 12-16 Graph # 1 7 -21 
Unstable 
DEY Graph I 2-6 Graph # 7 -ll Graph I 12-16 will not run . 
Unstable Unstable Unstable Unstable 
aborts after aborts after abort s  after aborts after 
UMID time step 33 . t ime step  18 . t ime s te p  n .  time 1tep 3 .  
DIPPEa-
EBCillG 
Unstable Unstable 
· LEAP Graph # 2-6 Graph I 7 -ll aborts aborts 
FROG imnediately . imaediately. . 
TABLE ! 
is why numerically the explic i t  technique gave fair re sults for 6t • . 005 
and At • . 0025 . When A t • . 1  the explicit ii so unstable that re sults are 
not ob tained on the computer . It can also be seen from graphs, numbers 2 
through 13, that the explic it me thod give s  be at re sults  when i i s  small, 
n 
which is equivale nt to Ui not at it1 maximum, or when b t  i• small. 
Both methods of solving (1) by the upwind differenc ing technique failed for 
all values of c.. t • It was also seen that as A t  gets larger, the program 
aborts soone r .  Table 1 shows that when 4 t  • . 0025 the program gave fair 
41. 
re sults for sma l l va l ue s  of i up to the t ime step 45, but when � t  • . 1 
the program only computed re1ults for three time steps before the program 
aborte d . 
The leap frog technique gave better results than the upwind di fferencing 
technique for A t • • 0025  and A t  • • 005 • However, for 4 t • • 01 and il. t • • 1 
the program aborts immediately . The leap frog technique for D t  • . 0025 and 
A t • . 005 are included in the graphs in the appendix. 
Dey ' s technique for 101 ving equation (1) gave re sults for � t • . 0025 
and � t • . OOS • The results for A t  • . 01 show substantial vibration around 
the exact solution, however they were better than the explicit solution. 
When ll t • . 1  the program was too unstable to compute and print values of the 
velocity of the gas. 
The implicit technique which i1 mathematically s table is also c01Dputational ly 
s table for all values of l:l. t • When 6t does get large, however , there occurs a 
small vibration around the exact solution. Thi a  apparent error is very slight 
and does not subtract from the excellent numerical results obtained by the 
implicit finite difference formula . 
4 1  
CONCLUSIOR 
the one -dimension non-l inear gas dynamic s  equation doe s not on an ini t ial 
ins pe c tion appear to be diffi�u l t  to solve . I t  i s  intere s ting , however , to see 
all the normal expl ic i t  me thods fail , but the impl ic i t succeed . thi s gi ve s  
some indication of the power o f  an impl ic it f inite dif ference technique . the 
non-l inear technique by Dey , a l though i t  faile d  for thi s  prob lem, gave an 
indic iation of be ing a val id numerical technique . the vibrating motion tha t  was 
produced by thi s method leave s open the pos sibil ity that i f  a damping fac tor 
c�n be appl ie d  to the formula , be tter re sul t s  can ea s i ly be obtaine d . The 
vibration can c l early be seen in the graphs wtiere ot • . 01 • Note e spec ia l ly 
Graph # 1 6 where Dey ' s technique constantly  vibrate s while  the explici t  technique 
j umps erra tical ly . 
C PROGRAM 1 
APPENDIX 
C EXACT SOLUTION OF THE GAS DYNAMICS EQUATION 
REAL K 
DIMENS ION U (102 , 102 } 
READ ( 5 , 20) K , H 
20 FORMAT (2F6 . 4) 
WRITE (6 , 30 ) K,H 
30 FORMAT ( ' l ' , ' K s ' , F6 . 4 , SX,  'H  = ' , F6 . 4 , / / / ) 
C THE VALUES OF U FROM I ::11 0 to 100 ARE NOW CALCULATED 
DO 50 ,N = 1 , 10 1  
DO 40 I = 1 , 10 1  
40 U ( I , N) = ( I  - 1 )  * H/ ( 1 . 0 + ( N  - 1) * K) 
50 CONr lNUE 
C THE VALUES OF U (I) , I •  1 ,  2 , • • •  , I ARE NOW PRINTED AT EACH T IME STEP 
DO 90 NN = 1 , 10 1  
LN m NN - 1 
WRITE (6 , 60) LN 
60 FORMAT ( ' O ' , J/ / , 'TIME STEP • ' , I4 , 30X, ' EXACT SOLUTION ' ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 70 ) 
70 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U (I) ARE ' )  
WRITE (6 , 80 ) (U (II , NN) , II • 1 , 101)  
80 FORMAT ( ' O ' , lOFl0 . 5 ) 
90 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM 2 
C EXPLICIT SOLUTION OF GAS DYNAMICS EQUATION 
REAL K 
DIMENS ION U ( 103 , 103)  
READ (5 , 20) K , R , l , N 
20 FORMAT (2Fl0 . 5 , 215)  
WRITE (6 , 30) K,R 
30 FORMAT ( ' 1 ' , 'K  • ' , Fl0 . 5 , 5X , ' H • ' , Fl0 . 5 , / / /) 
IJ = I - 1 
JI = I + l  
C SET INITIAL ARD BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 40 II = l , JI 
40 U (II , 1 ) = (II - l ) *B  
DO 5 0  NN • 2 , N 
U (I , NN) • ( (I - l ) *B) / ( l .  + (NN - l ) �) 
50 U (1 , NN) = 0 .  0 
DO 70 NN = 2 , N  
DO 60 II • 2 , IJ 
60 U ( II , NN) • U (II ,NN - l ) * ( l .  + K/ ( 2 . *ll) * (U ( II - l , NH - 1 )  - U (II + l , NH - 1 ) ) )  
70 CONTINUE 
DO 1 10 KN = l , N  
LN • KN - 1 
WRITE ( 6 , 80) LN 
80 FORMAT ( ' O ' , 'TIME STEP = ' , I4 , 30X , ' EXPLICIT SOLUTION ' ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 90)  
90 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U ( I) ARE ' )  
WRITE ( 6 , 100) (U ( IK,KN) , IK = l , I)  
100 FORMAT ( ' O ' , lOFl0 . 5 ) 
1 10 COB'rINUE 
STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM 3 
C !MPLICIT SOLUTION OF GAS DYNAMICS EQUATION 
REAL K 
DIMENS ION U ( l02 , 102 ) , Y ( l02 , 102) , DELTA ( l02 ) , V ( l02) , P ( l02) ,A (l02) , C ( l02)  
READ ( 5 , 20) K , H , I , N  
20 FORMAT (2Fl0 . S , 2IS ) 
WRITE (6 , 20 )  K,H 
30 FORMAT ( ' l ' , ' K • ' , Fl0 . 5 , 5X , ' H = ' , F lO . S , / / / ) 
IJ • I - 1 
C SET INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 40 II • l , I  
40 U (II , l )  = (II - l ) *H 
DO 50 NN = 2 , N  
U ( l , NN) "" 0 . 0 
50 U (I , NN) = ( (I - l ) *H) / (l . + (NN - l ) *K) 
C B IS ELEMENT IN MAIN DIAGOHAL OF MATRIX 
B = 1 . 
C KN IS THE T IME STEP COUNTER 
KN • 1 
IF (KN.EQ . l ) GO TO 1 5 0  
C ASSUMPTIONS ARE MADE � SO THAT THE OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE 
C TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX CAN BE COMPUTED 
60 DO 70 II  = 2 , IJ 
70  Y (ll , K.N) = U (II , KN - 1 ) 
C ALGORITHM TO SOLVE TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX EQUATION IS NOW FOLLOWED 
80 DO 90 II • 2 , IJ 
A (II) = Y (Il , KN) *�/ (2 . *11) 
qo C (II) • -Y (II , Kl')*K/ (2 . *H) 
DELTA (2)  = U (2 , KN  - 1 ) + A (2 ) *U ( l , KN) 
DO 100 II  = 3 , IJ 
100 DELTA (II)  = U (II , KN  - 1 ) 
DELTA (I) = U (l , KN - 1 ) + C ( IJ) *U (I , KN) 
V ( l )  = 0 . 0  
P ( l )  = 0 . 0  
DO 1 10 IP = 2 , IJ 
1 10 V {IP) = C {IP) / {B - A ( IP) *V (IP - 1 ) )  
DO 1 20 IP = 2 , IJ 
1 20 P (IP) = (DELTA ( IP) + A (IP) *P (IP - l ) ) / (B - A (IP) *V ( IP - 1 ) ) 
DO 130 L = 1 , IJ 
IC = I - L 
1 30 U (IC , KN) = V ( IC) *U {IC + l , KN') + P {IC) 
DO 140 II  = 2 , IJ 
AAB a ABS (U (II , KN) - Y (II , KN) )  
IF (AAB . GE • • 00 1 ) GO TO 1 90 
140 CONTINUE 
1 50 LN = KN - 1 
WRITE (6 , 1 60 ) LN 
1 60 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' TIME STEP = ' , I4 , 30X, ' IKPLICIT S OLUTION" ) 
WRITE (6 , 1 70 )  
1 70 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U (I) ARE ' ) 
WRITE (6 , 180) (U (II , KN) , II = 1 , I) 
180 FORMAT ( ' 0 ' , lOF lO . 5 )  
IF (KN . EQ . N) GO T O  2 10 
KN =- KN + l  
GO TO 60 
1 90 DO 200 II • 2 , IJ 
200 Y (ll ,KN) • U (II , ICN) 
GO TO 80 
2 1 0  STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM 4 
C GAS DYNAMICS PROBLEM SOLVED BY DEYS TECDIQUE 
INTEGER TS 
REAL K 
DIMENSION U { l0 3 , 103) , G { l 0 3 )  
C F {N) AND P (N) ARE FUNCTIONS , P {N) IS THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE FUNCT . 
F (N , KN) = C*U {N , KN) * (U (N • l ) KN) • U (N + 1 , KN) ) + U (N , KN - 1 )  
P (N , KN) • C* {U (N - 1 , KN) - U (N + 1 , KN) )  
READ (5 , 20 ) H , K, I ,TS 
20 FORMAT (2F6 . 4 , 2I5 ) 
WRITE (6 , 30 ) H , K, I ,TS 
30 FORMAT ( ' l ' , 5X , ' H = ' , F6 . 4 , 5X , ' K • ' , F6 . 4 , 5X , ' I = ' , 15 , 5X , 'T IME STE 
l P  • ' , 15 , I / / ) 
C C IS A CONSTANT IN THE PROGRAM 
C • K/ (2 . *H) 
III = I - 1 
C INIT IAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE NOW SET 
DO 40 L • l , I  '
40 U (L , l )  = (L - l ) *H 
DO 50 L = 2 ,TS 
U ( l , LL) =- 0 . 0  
50 U (I , LL) • ( I  - l ) *H/ ( l . + (LL - l ) *K) 
C TIME STEPS ARE VALUES OF KN 
KN = 1 
GO TO 1 20 
C ASSUME U (2 , KN) , U ( 3 , KN) , *** , U (I , KN) 
60 DO 70  LK = 2 , llI 
70 U (LK, KN) = U (LK , KN  - 1)  
C N REFERS TO STEPS FROM 1 to I 
80 N • 2 
C THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE COMPUTES NEW VALUES OF U 
90 V • F (N , KN) 
U (N , KN) = V 
W • F (N, KN) 
y .. w - v 
Z • P (N, KN) 
C G (N) REFERS TO GAMMA (N) 
G (N) • Y/ { l . - Z)  
U (N , KN) • G(N) + V 
IF (N . EQ . 111)  GO TO 1 00 
N • N + 1 
GO TO 90 
100 DO 1 10 LM • 2 , II I  
1 10 I F  (G (LM) . GT .  O . lE - 10) G O  T O  80 
1 20 lCNlC = KN - 1 
WRITE (6 , 1 30)  KNK 
1 30 FORMAT ( ' O ' , / / / , ' ' , 'T IME STEP • ' , I4 , 30X , ' DEYS TECHNIQUE ' , / / / ) 
WRITE (6 , 1 40)  
140 FORMAT { ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U ' , / / / ) 
WRITE (6 , 1 50 ) (U (J , KN) , J • 1 , I) 
150 FORMAT ( ' O ' , lOF l0 . 5 ) 
IF (KN . EQ . 101 ) GO TO 160 
KN • KN + 1 
GO TO 60 
1 60 STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM 5 
C UPWIND DIFFERENCING FOR GAS DYNAMICS EQUATION 
REAL K 
DIMENSION U ( 103 , 103) 
READ (5 , 20) K,H 
20 FORMAT (2Fl0 . 5 )  
WRITE (6 , 30) K,B  
30 FOR,JfAT ( ' l ' , ' K  • ' , F10 . 5 , 5X, ' H • ' , Fl0 . 5 ) 
C INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARE NOW SET 
DO 40 I • 1 , 101  
40  U (l , l ) • ( I  - l ) *H  
DO 50 N • 2 , 10 1  
U ( l , N) • 0 . 0 
50 U ( lO l , N) • 100 . *H/ ( l . * (N - l)*K) 
C C IS CONSTANT 
C • K/H 
C CALCULATIONS ARE NOW MADE FOR VALUES OF U 
DO 100 N • 1 , 10 1  
DO 6 0  I • 2 , 100 
60 U (I , N  + 1 )  • U (I , N) - C* (U (I + l , N) *U (I , N) - U ( I , N) **2 )  
LN • N - 1 
WRITE (6 , 70)  LN 
70 FORMAT ( ' O ' , 'TIME STEP • ' , I3 , 30X , ' UPWIMD DIFFERENCING 1 )  
WRITE (6 , 80)  
80 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U ( I) ARE ' )  
WRITE (6 , 90) (U (I , N) , I • 1 , 101) 
90 FORMAT ( ' O ' , lOPl0 . 5 ) 
100 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM 6 
C LEAP FROG SOLUTION OF GAS DYBAMICS EQUATION 
REAL K 
DIMENSION U ( l03 , 103)  
READ (5 , 20)  K , H , I , N 
20 FORMAT (2Fl0 . 5 , 215)  
WRITE (6 , 30) K,H 
30 FORMAT { ' l ' , ' K • ' , Fl0 . 5 , 5X , ' H  • ' , Fl0 . 5 , / / / ) 
IJ • I - 1 
JI .. I + l 
C + K/ (4 . *H) 
C SET INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 40 II "" l , JI 
40 U (II , l ) • (II  - l )*H 
DO 50 NN = 2 , N  
U (I , NN) = ( (I - l } *H) / ( l . + (NN - l ) *K) 
50 U (l ; NN) = 0 . 0  
DO 7 0  NN = 2 , N 
DO 60 II = 2 , IJ 
60 U ( II , NN) = U (II , NN  - 1 )  -C* (U (II + l , NN - 1 }**2 - U (ll - l , NN - 1 ) **2 )  
70  CONTINUE 
DO l lO KN = l , N 
LN • KN - 1 
WRITE (6 , 80} LN 
80 FORMAT ( ' O ' ,  'TIME STEP • ' , 14 , 30X, ' LEAP FROG ' )  
WRITE (6 , 90) 
90 FORMAT ( ' O ' , ' VALUES OF U (I) ARE') 
WRITE ( 6 , 100) (U (IK, KN) , IK • l , I) 
100 FORMAT ( ' O ' , lOFl0 . 5 ) 
1 10 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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